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1. Whole croft boundaries:
should be clearly shown.
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5. North arrow: so we can
orientate your map when trying
to locate the croft.

4. Map Coordinate: of the middle of the site. Such
as the national grid six figure format (eg: NG 033 836).
This allows us to locate your site.

6. Scale bar and text:  a scale bar and text will
help us identify any photocopying issues and allow
us to check your boundary measurements.

2. References to apportionments,
decroftings and resumptions:
clearly show and label any apportionments,
decroftings or resumptions to your croft.
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3. Boundary Measurements: Measuremen
should be provided for the croft boundary sections that
do not follow features on Ordnance Survey Mastermap. 
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Further Guidelines:
- We recommend using a single map to show the entire croft boundary.
Additional maps can be used to show extra detail as neccessary.
- Annotation can be added to some or all of boundaries to ensure that they
are mapped correctly, such as: 'boundary follows post and wire fence'.
- Decroftings, resumptions and apportionments should be consistent with
the boundaries and area specified in the direction or order.
- Extracts of Ordnance Survey Mastermap can be obtained from several
sources including Registers of Scotland for a small fee.
- For further information on Registers of Scotland mapping criteria visit
www.ros.gov.uk/croftingregister
- If the map is being submitted for a regulatory application as well, such as
decrofting or croft division, additional criteria will need to be met. Please
refer to the guidelines and example maps attached to the application form.
These can be found at www.crofting.scotland.gov.uk/documents.asp
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7. Map Scale: The map scale should
be appropriate to show the croft
boundaries precisely and so there
is no doubt about what line each
boundary follows.

8. Up to date Ordnance Survey map:  the background
mapping should ideally be Ordnance Survey
(Mastermap) and it should provide sufficient surrounding 
detail (e.g. fences, rivers, buildings) to allow its position
to be fixed accurately. We do not accept arial photography 
as a background.

3. Boundary Measurements: Measurements should be provided for
the croft boundary sections that do not follow features on Ordnance
Survey Mastermap. Surrounding measurements should also be shown
to enable the exact boundary line to be determined.
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